The object of this paper is to show that, even though every function in H p (0<p<<χ>) has a nontangential limit almost everywhere, "most" functions in H p have surprisingly "wild" behavior at the boundary. The proof uses category arguments and a method of constructing non-normal functions in H*.
Preliminaries* We denote the open unit disc by Δ> and the boundary of A by T. If / is a complex valued function on A, then the cluster set of / at the point PeT, denoted by C(f,P), is the set of points w for which there exists a sequence {z n } c Δ with z n ->P and f{z n ) -> w. One easily sees that where D k = {ze± \z-P\< I/A;}. The range set of / at P, R(f, P), is the set of points w such that there exists a sequence {z n } c Δ with z n -> P and f(z n ) = w. Thus, f is said to possess the angular limit (nontangential limit) a at Pe T if / converges to a when restricted to each Stolz angle {z e A: 1 arg (P -z) -arg P \ < δ} , 0 < <5 < τr/2 .
We say that a is an asymptotic value of / at Pe T if there exists a Jordan curve φ: {0 ί^ t < 1} -+A such that linw-φ(t) -P and linw-f[φ(t)\ = α.
A function defined on JD is normal if the collection {/oS SeΓ} is a normal family of functions, where Γ is the collection of conformal maps of A onto itself. Any holomorphic function which omits two complex values is a normal function. It follows from a theorem of Lehto and Virtanen that if a function / is meromorphic on A and has two different asymptotic values at z = 1, then / is not normal: Proof. The first step in our proof is to show that for "most" functions in H p , C\R(f, 1) contains at most one point. Let 
S n (z) = expj -Γ *L±±dμ n (t)\ .
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We note that || S n IU = 1 and so {S n } forms a normal family. This fact, together with the pointwise convergence of S n to S, implies that S n conveges uniformly on compact subsets of A to S. Furthermore, on T, S n is continuous and of modulus 1 except on the support of μ n . log ψ n (t)dt I 2τr Jo e u -z ψ n has been defined so that ψ n ^ 0, log ψ n e L 1 , ψ n e L p , log ψ n -> log ψ in L 1 , and ψ n~^ψ in ZΛ The I/ 1 convergence of log ψ n to log ψ implies that F n converges uniformly on compact subsets to F. In addition, since and ψ n ->ψ in L p , we conclude that || F n \\ -> || F\\. We assume that p > 1 and claim that f n = B n S n F n converges to / in H p . We recall that B n , S n , and F n converge uniformly on compact subsets of A to B, S, and F respectively, and Hence / Λ converges weakly to / in £P and, since H p (1 < p < oo) is a uniformly convex Banach space, f n -*f in i2Λ
Let ^ ^ 1 be fixed. Then since the support of μ n is finite, there exists an arc {e iθ : \θ\ < d} on which, except possibly at θ = 0, \S n (e iθ )\ = 1. Therefore, since | B n (e ίθ ) | = 1 and | F n {e We conclude with some historical remarks. A point ζ on the unit circle, T, is called an ambiguous point of / if / has two different asymptotic values at ζ. F. Bagemihl [1] proved that the set of ambiguous points of / is at most countable, even if / is an arbitrary function on A. F. Bagemihl and W. Seidel [2] proved that if E is any countable subset of Γ, then there exists a function, holomorphic and of bounded characteristic on Δ, for which every element of E is an ambiguous point. G. T. Cargo [5] has constructed such a function which is in H p for all p < oo. As we have shown in our theorem, the range set of any holomorphic function at an ambiguous point omits at most one complex value. Thus if we choose a dense countable subset of T, Cargo's construction yields a function with the "wild" behavior of Theorem 3.
Professor W. Seidel has kindly pointed out to us that the Picardtype behavior of a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of an ambiguous point is an old result of E. Lindelof [10, p. 13].
